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"If a person were to try stripping the disguises from actors while
they play a scene upon the stage, showing to the audience their
reallooks and the faces they were born with, would not such a
one spoil the whole play? And would not the spectators think he
deserved to be driven out of the theatre with brickbats, as a
drunken disturber?"
(Erasmus, The Praise of Folly)



Abstract

The Fresnel-Zone Plate Antenna (FZPA) is an antenna with low antenna gain and efficiency.

Therefore, it was never an interesting alternative for the widely used Parabolic Reflector Antenna

(PRA). However, due to the development of satellites with high-power direct broadcast signais, this

situation has changed. The disadvantages of the FZPA are now of less importance. Furthermore, the

FZPA has several advantages over the PRA. For instance, the FZPA is cheaper to manufacture.
Another advantage is the fact that the FZPA is very easy to install.

Until now, little research has been done on the microwave FZPA. Baggen has derived formulas for

the far-field radiation pattern of an FZPA with dielectric zones made of perfectly conducting material,

using the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD). Van Houten has derived formulas for the far-field

radiation pattern of an FZPA with lossless phase-correcting dielectric zones, in order to increase the

poor efficiency of the antenna. He assumed a plane wave incident on the antenna. In order to verify

these results, in this report some basic measurements are described. Two basic configurations are

examined: diffraction at rings and slits in perfectly conducting material and transmission through and

diffraction at phase correcting dielectric material.

Firstly, models are developed for the calculation of the near-field behind a slit and a ring in perfectly

conducting material. Secondly, a model is developed for the calculation of the near-field behind a lossy

dielectric slab with plane wave incidence, using the formulas of Van Houten. Further, the near field

behind a lossy dielectric slab is analyzed with spherical wave incidence. Theoretical analysis show

significant differences between the results from the models using plane wave and spherical wave

incidence. When the near-field point is changed to the far field, these differences vanish.

Unfortunately, the model using spherical wave incidence can only be used for the near-field

transmission calculation but not for the analysis of diffraction at the edges of the dielectric material.

The models are derived to predict the field in the measurement setup as present at EVT.

Measurements are performed and compared with the computed theoretical results. Firstly,

measurements are done on rings and slits in perfectly conducting material. The significance of the

effect of multiple diffraction is observed. Furthermore, the assumption that the edges of the rings and

slits are knife sharp appears to be very critical. In case of the ring, the measurement results differ from

the computed results. It is shown that this is partly caused by construction errors. Secondly,

measurements are performed on lossy dielectric material. It appears that the model using spherical

wave incidence matches the measurement results best.

From this research it is concluded that it is necessary to deve10p a completely new model to analyze

the diffraction at the edges of dielectric material. Another possibility is to measure the near field and

transform it to the far field, for which the model for plane wave incidence can be used.
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Chapter I: Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

Telecommunication by satellite has become very important in modern society. Due to

the many services via satellite links that already exist, the market for small satellite receivers has

become larger and larger. The antenna mostly used for receiving systems is without doubt the

parabolic reflector antenna and has been studied thoroughly. The Fresnel-Zone Plate Antenna (FZPA)

was commercially not interesting due to its low antenna gain and efficiency, so very little research has

been done on this antenna, although the basic principles of the FZPA were already known in the first

decade of this century. Due to the development of satellites with high-power direct broadcast signais,

these disadvantages of the FZPA are now of less importance. The main advantages of the FZPA are

the relatively low production costs and the flatness of the lens which makes the FZPA easy to instalI,

for instance on a window. These advantages can make the FZPA competitive to the parabolic reflector

antenna. On this antenna some research has already been done.

Radiation patterns of the FZPA are usually calculated by applying Kirchhoff diffraction theory.

Considering the opaque zones to be made of perfectly conducting material, a high-frequency

asymptotic method like the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD) can also be applied. Baggen has

studied such an FZPA and derived formulas for the far-field radiation pattern of that antenna. The poor

efficiency of the FZPA using perfectly conducting material can be increased by replacing the opaque

zones by phase-correcting zones. The phase-correcting zones will be made of some dielectric material.

Van Houten has studied such an FZPA and derived formulas for the far-field radiation pattern of an

FZPA using lossles dielectric material for the phase correcting zones.

- 4 -



Chapter 1: Introduction

Now the theoretical models have to be verified by measurements. In this report some basic

measurements will be done to verify the existing theory for the FZPA. Therefore, the theoretical

models of Baggen and Van Houten will be adapted to the basic configurations that will be examined

and to the measurement setup.

In case of an FZPA with opaque zones of perfectly conducting material, two basic configurations will

be studied. Firstly, the effect of multiple diffraction will be examined. Therefore a theoretical model

using UTD will be developed with and without multiple diffraction to predict the near-field radiation

pattern of a slit in an infinite metallic plate (Chapter 2). Secondly, a model using UTD will be

presented to predict the near-field radiation pattern of a ring or a number of rings in an infinite plate

(Chapter 3).

For the case where the opaque zones are replaced by phase correcting zones, two basic configurations

will be examined (chapter 4). Firstly, two theoretical models will be developed to predict the near-field

radiation pattem of an infinite screen of lossy dielectric, one using a plane wave incident on the

dielectric and another using a spherical wave incident on the dielectric, and compared with each other.

Secondly, the theoretical model is extended to the situation of a slit in a lossy dielectric plate, by

introducing diffraction at the dielectric.

All these theoretical models describing basic configurations will be verified by measurements. The

measurement setup is given in Chapter 5 and the measured results are presented together with the

theoretical simulations in Chapter 6.

Conclusions and recommendations are given in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2: Diffraction at a slit in a metallic plate

Chapter 2

Diffraction at a slit in a lDetallic
plate

A basic configuration to examine the effect of multiple diffraction is a slit in an

infinite metallic plate. Therefore, a model will now be developed to simulate the near-field distribution

behind a slit in an infinite metallic plate. The near-field will be calculated instead of the far-field

because in the measurement setup as defined in Chapter 5 only near-field measurements can be

performed.

In order to calculate the field scattered by a slit, we can use the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction

(GTD). This is a method of solving diffraction problems which combines the principles of Geometric

Optics (GO) with asymptotic diffraction theory and accounts for the influence of the edges of the slit

on the incident field. Unfortunately, GTD fails at shadow boundaries and caustics, so several

procedures have evolved to solve these problems, like the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD). UTD

is globally the same method as GTD, but it corrects the failure of GTD at shadow boundaries. GTD

and UTD describe the diffraction phenomena by introducing various kinds of diffracted rays, such as

single diffracted rays and multiple diffracted rays. Figure 2.1 shows an incident field Ei diffracting

at a point Q, resulting in a diffracted field E d at the observation point K. The field at point K can be

expressed as:

Ed(K) = A(S i,S ~ D E .(Q) e -jks'- --,

- 6 -
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Chapter 2: Diffraction at a slit in a metallic plate

where D is the dyadic diffraction coefficient and A is the caustic divergence factor. The distance

from the diffraction point Q to the observation point K is denoted by Sd, Si is the distance between

the source and Q.

Let us take into consideration a slit in a metallic plate. According to UTD/GTD, the contributions to

the field in an observation point K behind the plate originate mainly from two diffraction points and,

if not obstructed, from one direct contribution. The geometrical configuration is shown in Figure 2.2.

The diffraction points are found by considering the shortest route from the feed at z=-F to the

observation point K via the two edges of the slit. If the source and field point lie in the (y,z)-plane

and thetwo edges are parallel to the x-axis, the diffraction points lie also in the (y,z)-plane, and so

we can consider the case of a two-dimensional problem, and for a single plane, namely <j>=±90°, see

Figure 2.2, the field arriving in point K will be analyzed. The diffracted field is composed of single

diffracted rays and multiple-diffracted rays. Multiple diffraction can be important in our case (see

Figure 2.3) since the width of the slits taken into consideration can be small in terms of wavelengths.

But first the single diffraction contributions will be calculated.

The slit with width a is positioned symmetrically relative to the z-axis, that is, Ql is positioned at

(0,2.a,0) and Q2 is positioned at (0, -.:n,0) or at (p,a,<j>=900) and (p,a,<j>=-900), respectively, for
2 2

spherical coordinates. When the geometrical configuration is simplified to the two-dimensional case,

it results in Figure 2.4, where already some unit vectors (~, <p) are inc1uded which are necessary for

definitions later on.

The plates are infinitely long in the y- as well as in the x-direction; so, the slit is infinitely long in the

x-direction. The probe in the observation point which is used to measure the field will be moved in

the corresponding <j>=±90° -plane over a circ1e with centre (O,O,-F) and crosses the z-axis in the point

(O,O,G).

The caustic divergence factor

For diffraction of an incident spherical wave at a curved edge, the caustic divergence factor takes the

following form

A(S i,S ti) = Pc

S d(pc +S ti)

1 1 tH.S i_Sd)

Pc p~ Pgsin2~O

(2)

(3)
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Figure 2.1: General diffraction configuration

OBSERVATION

POINT K

x

-F p _ .

y

Figure 2.2: General geometry of diffraction at a slit
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Chapter 2: Diffraction at a slit in a metallic plate

with

the unit vector in the direction of the incident ray.

the unit vector in the direction of the diffracted ray.

the unit vector normal to the edge at the diffraction point Q and directed away from

the centre of the curvature.

the radius of curvature of the edge at point Q which has always a positive value.

the radius of curvature of the incident wavefront at the edge-fixed plane of incidence which

contains the unit vector S i and the unit vector t tangent to the edge at the diffaction point.

This variabIe can have a positive or negative value depending on whether the incident ray is

converging (p~<O) or diverging (p>O).

the distance between the caustic at the edge and the second caustic of the

diffracted ray.

~o
A i A

the angle between S and T.

According to Figure 2.4 and equation (2) it is easy to find that for the caustic divergence factor in this

case ~o=90° applies and, since the edge is not curved at all, P
g
-700 and so (3) becomes

Pc = p~ = P

with P as defined in Figures 2.2 and 2.4.

Then, the caustic divergence factor will be, for the upper diffraction point Ql

P

and for the lower diffraction point Oz

P

- 9 -
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Chapter 2: Diffraction at a slit in a metallic plate

Figure 2.3: Multiple-diffracted rays

a -F
i

F

y

z

Figure 2.4: Two-dimensional geometry to analyze the diffracted field due to
the edges of a slit
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Chapter 2: Diffraction at a slit in a metallic plate

The dyadic diffraction coefficient

According to Baggen, the dyadic diffraction coefficient comprises two separate scalar diffraction

coefficients D s and Dh. These coefficients can be written in the following form, for our geometrical

configuration /30 =900
:

(7)
\jI +a

-COS(_I_)
2

-\jI +a
sine ) )

2

F [2k i· z( -\jI) +a)] 2k r Z \jI1 +a
-exp( -J!:..) r L1 sm 2 Fr[ L1 cos (-2-)]
_____4- + _

2J2rtk

I
D s.h

+--------
-exp( -/:_)

4

. \jI +a
Fr[2kLz'sinZ(_z-)]

. 2
\jIz+a

sin(__)
2

\jI -a
Fr[2kLz

rcosz(_z_)]
2

\jI -a
cos(_z_)

2

(8)

for the diffraction points Ql and Qz, respectively, with

k being the free space wave number.

Fr(z) the transition function, which involves a Fresnel integral and is defined by the

following equation:

-
Fr(z) = 2j!Ze jz • f e -jv'dv

';z

(9)

the distance parameters defined in case of spherical waves as:

(10)
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Figure 2.5: Diffraction at an edge

with p being the distance between the feed and the diffraction point QI.2'

the scalar diffraction coefficient for the soft boundary conditions. These

conditions imply that the component of the incident E-field which is tangential to the

edge is zero at the diffraction points.

the scalar diffraction coefficient for the hard boundary conditions. These

conditions imply that the component of the incident H-field which is tangential to the

edge is zero at the diffraction points.

Now, the scalar diffraction coefficients have been presented. But the vector properties of the fields still

have to be considered.

This can be done by expressing the incident fields and diffracted fields in terms of two components,

according to the orthogonal directions defined in Figure 2.5, where the <p-component is normal to the

tangent T:

(11)

- 12 -



Chapter 2: Diffraction at a slit in a metallic plate

(12)

In Figure 2.5, 4> is the unit vector normal to S and the edge and ~ is the unit vector normal to 4> and

S. The unit vectors ~ and 4> are used to describe the 'edge-fixed' coordinate systems.

Equation (11) and (12) lead to the following relation between the incident and diffracted field:

[EdJ [-D 0 J(E iJ~ = s ~. A(S i,S ~ exp( -jkS d)
E d 0 -D E'

lp h lp

(13)

Considering the diffraction points Q. and Q2' the following relations are found for the vector

components of the incident field, see Figure 2.4:

t'~:-EJ~
Q, ~

-E.~IIp -

(14)

The field in point K, diffracted at the points Q. and Q2' yields:

E.~ = -Ds· exp( -jkS.
d

) A. E,~

with, according to Figure 2.4

- 13 -
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Chapter 2: Diffraction at a slit in a metallic plate

s/ = V[RCOS(8)-FF + [Rsin(8)+~F

[
Rsin(8) -.2.a J

'"1 = arctan 2
Rcos(8)-F

[
RSin(8) +.2.a J

"'2 = arctan 2
Rcos(8)-F

(20)

(21)

(22)

The incident field is radiated by a rectangular waveguide and the field in the observation point K is

also measured with a rectangular waveguide probe. We therefore need the radiation pattern of a

rectangular waveguide. The calculation of this pattem is given in Appendix B. Now the incident field

can be written according to Appendix B, as:

and

expC -jkp)

P
(23)

(24)

with [E~:eet] being the radiation pattern of the rectangular waveguide in the transmitting mode.
Ee,reet

The total field due to single-diffracted rays is the sum of the fields originating from the two diffraction

points:

(25)

and accounting for the receiving radiation pattem, the measured field will be:

- 14 -



Chapter 2: Diffraction at a slit in a metallic plate

Ed

-meas,single [

EdE
rec

EdErec Jlp 14>',rec/ + 2P 2'1",rec/

d rec d rec
EI;Ele',rec/ +E2;E2e',recl

(26)

with [E;~~tclJ being the rectangular waveguide radiation pattem in the receiving mode, see
E

rec
e' ,reel

Appendix B.

Now that the single-diffracted fields have been calculated, the multiple diffraction will be taken into

consideration. The calculation of the contributions of the multiple-diffracted rays proceeds in the same

way as those of single-diffracted rays. There are only some modifications of the parameters used,

because it is not neccesary and not possible to use UTD. UTD was used to prevent discontinuities of

the diffracted field at shadow boundaries caused by GTD. In case of single-diffracted rays these

discontinuities can occur at several 8 -angles of the radiation pattem. Yet, for multiple diffraction these

shadow boundaries are given by 8 = 90° and <I>=±90°, which means that they coincide with the slit

aperture.

At the shadow boundaries GTD is not uniforrnly valid but since we are not interested in 8-angles near

90° , GTD satisfies for the multiple-diffracted rays, Also the parameters k'Li:; are smaller than 1 which

means that it is not allowed to use UTD. GTD has the advantage ovet UTD that it requires less

computing time and is easier to implement. Instead of the forrnulas (7) and (8), the following formula,

which is actually the relation (7) and (8) with Fr(z) =1 , is used for the soft and hard diffraction

coefficients:

-exp( -j::") J 1 I}

2~ lCOS(~) + cos(~)
(27)

with

-;ro the angle between the incident ray and the slit surface tangent, that is perpendicular to

the plane of incidence.

ro d the angle between the diffracted ray and the slit surface tangent, which is

perpendicular to the plane of diffraction.

The caustic divergence factors remain unchanged.

- 15 -



Chapter 2: Diffraction at a slit in a metallic plate

In order to calculate the multiple diffraction contributions, first it is necessary to analyze the different

travel routes of the diffracted rays. Figure 2.6 shows the four possible situations. These situations will

not be analyzed in this report. In Appendix A the four formulas are given. Here, as an example,

situation 1 will be considered. The single-diffracted ray from Ql in the direction of Q2 strikes the

upper side of the slit and is diffracted in the direction of point K. Double-diffracted rays in the

direction of Qt produce triple diffracted rays with vector components as given next to the vector

components that are valid for double diffracted rays in Figure 2.6. All these contributions can be

written as a power series and result in geometrie series as given in Appendix A.

The total field due to multiple-diffracted rays is the sum of the fields originating from the two

diffraction points after multiple diffraction:

(28)

and accounting for the radiation pattern of the receiving radiation probe the measured field due to

multiple diffraction will be:

E d

-meas,mulr [

E d 1< ree E d 1< ree J= lpmu/t'-'lq>'.reet + 2pmu/t'-'2<1l'.reet

E d 1< ree E d 1< ree
l<pmu/t'-'19'.reet + 2<pmu/t'-'29'.reet

(29)

More detailed calculations can be found in Baggen [1].

Summarizing, the total diffracted field in point K is composed of the fields:

E d = E d + E d

--single ~u/t

or, accounting for the receiving probe radiation pattern:

E d = E d + E d

~eas ~eas,J'ingle ~eas,mull

(30)

(31)

The total field which is needed for the calculation of the radiation pattern is the sum of the field due

to diffraction and the direct field from the feed:

- 16 -
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Situation 1

Situation 2

Situation 3

Situation 4

Qt

Figure 2.6: Multiple diffraction configurations, with k=2 and 1=1.
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Chapter 2: Diffraction at a slit in a metallic plate

E = E d + E {ure -al - ure]}
--ralat - -tud

where U(Z) symbolises the unity step function.

Accounting for the receiving probe, namely a rectangular waveguide, the total field is:

(32)

E = Ed

-meas,total -meas

(33)

where

exp( -jkp/) E Ir

I ~,reel

p

exp( -jkp/) Elr

I a,reel
p

(34)

with p' the distance between the feed and the probe.

Simulations

Now that the theoretical model is completed, simulations can be made for the experimental setup

described in Chapter 5. The simulations for two slits are presented here. The radiation pattems of the

receiving and transmitting waveguides are accounted for as described in Appendix B. The frequency

used is 50 GHz. For a slit with width 6mm (l wavelength) for the feed polarizations <1>=00 (soft

polarization) and <1>=900 (hard polarization) the simulations are presented with and without multiple

diffraction in the Figures 2.7 and 2.8. 1t can be seen that for <1>=00 the multiple diffraction is not

significant and that for <I> =900 the multiple diffraction is significant. The same simulations are made

for a slit with width 10mm (5/3 wavelength). These results are shown in the Figures 2.9 and 2.10. The

rotation is not around the point z=-F as might be expected but around a point z=-F-H as will be

explained is section 5.7. Here H=0.36, F=0.33 and G=0.46 expressed in metres.

As 0 dB-reference the received field strength is taken when no obstacle is placed between the feed and

the probe.

For the slit with a width of one 1 wavelength the multiple diffraction contributions are in phase with

- 18 -



Chapter 2: Diffraction at a slit in a metallic plate

the single diffraction contributions and add. For the case of a slit with width 5/3 wavelengths the

multiple diffraction contributions are not in phase with the single diffraction contributions resulting

in different interference between the single- and multiple-diffreaction contribution and consequently

another radiation pattem. Obviously, behind the widest slit more radiated power is received by the

receiving waveguide.

-14
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-17

iil -18~
..<:
ëÎJ

-19c::
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ti:

-21
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-24
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theta [degrees]

Figure 2.7: Fieldstrength as function of the rotation angle for a slit with width
6mm and for a feed polarization <1>=00 (soft polarization).
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Figure 2.8: Field strength as function of the rotation angle for a slit with width
6mm and for a feed polarization cI>=900(hard polarization), including (dashed
line) and excluding (solid line) multiple diffraction.
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Figure 2.9: Field strength as a function of the rotation angle for a slit with width
lOmm and for a feed polarization cI>=O° (soft polarization).
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Figure 2.10: Field strength as a function of the rotation angle for a slit with
width lOmm and a feed polarization <1>=90° (hard polarization), excluding
(dashed line) and including (solid line) multiple diffraction.
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Chapter 3

Diffraction at a ring in a Dletallic
plate

Now that the diffraction at a slit is analyzed, we will continue with diffraction at a

ring. Since the FZPA is a construction of a number of rings in aplate, the case of one ring is a basic

configuration to examine. Analogous to the case of a slit, the near-field distribution will be calculated.

Let us take into consideration a ring in an infinite metal plate as shown in Figure 3.1.

According to UTD/GTD, the contributions to the field in an observation point K originate mainly from

four points, namely the shortest and longest route between the feed and the field point K via the edges

of the ring. 50 we will have two diffraction points at the outer circle of the ring and two at the inner

circ1e of the ring. When a parameter is used, it generally contains a subscript indicating to which

diffraction point is referred. Subscript a refers to the inner circ1e, subscript b refers to the outer circ1e

of a ring. The diffraction points c10sest together form a pair which is numbered land 2 respectively.

50, the diffraction points will be named QIa' Qlb' Q2a and Q2b' The coordinates of these points are

given by (p,'V,<I» (pair 1) and (p,'V,<I>+1800) (pair 2). The diffraction point Q, the point K and the

feed lie in the same <I>-plane, so we can consider the case as a two-dimensional problem and we only

take a single <I>-plane to analyze the diffracted field arriving in point K. This results in Figure 3.2. The

calculation of the field scattered by a ring is analogous to the case of a slit as analyzed in Chapter 2.

Since the edges are curved and p ---700 is no longer valid, in case of a ring, the caustic divergenceg

factor for the lower diffraction points (Qla,Qlb) will be given by :

- 22 -
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x

z

/
/
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/
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f i I! fbi Sid ! field point

/ /

/

Figure 3.1: General geometry of diffraction at a ring

-F z

y

Figure 3.2: Two-dimensional geometry to analyze the diffracted field due to
the edges of a ring
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Chapter 3: Diffraction at a ring in a metallic plate

and for the upper diffraction points (Q23,Q2b) by:

(1)

(2)

A =
2a

(3)

(4)

with (5)

with

F
PI =

cos(u
l
)

F
P2 cos(u2)

(6)

(7)

(8)

The z-axis is a caustic for all the diffracted rays, and crossing the z-axis causes an extra phase shift

of 900
•

- 24-



Chapter 3: Diffraction at a ring in a metallic plate

The four dyadic diffraction coefficients will, as in the case of a slit, except for the angles, be given

by:

'I' +a
-COS( la I)

2

with

D 2a
>.h

F [2kL i . 2( '1'1a-al)] F [2kL r 2( 'l'la +al )]
-exp( -j!:..) r lasm 2 rIacos 2

_---:::=,.....4_ + _

2J21tk

'I' +a
-COS( Ib 2)

2

F [2k T 1 • 2( 'l'2a +al )] F [2kL r 2( 'l'2a -al)]
-exp( -j!:..) r LJZas10 r 2acos 2

_--===4_ 2 + _
~ 'I' +a 'I' -a2y 21tk -sin( 2a 1) -cos( 2a 1)

2 2

'I' +a 'I' -a
-exp( _j!:..) Fr[2kL;bsin

2( 2b
2

2)] Fr[2kLz~cos2( 2b
2

2)]
_---:::=,.....4,.... + _
~ 'I' +a 'I' -a2y21tk sin( 2b 2) cos( 2b 2)

2 2
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(11)

(12)

(13)
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(16)

Considering the diffraction points at the inner and outer circle of the ring, the following relations are

found for the vector components of the incident field, see Figure 3.2:

t,:, = E,:' t~' = E2~'
Qla ~ i i Qlo ~ .

= E2~a.lalp = Elaa.
,

2a<p
(17)

t'~ =

-El~ f' -E2~'
Qlb ~ .

-EI~a.
Q2b ~ .

-E2~
I ,

Ib<p = 2b<p

The field in point K, diffracted at the points QI" Qlb' Q2. and Q2b yields:

d _D.la exp( -jkSl:) A la El~~ (18)
Ela~

d -Dh
la exp( -jkSI:) A la EI~<p (19)Ela<p

d _D.
lb

exp( -jkSI~) A lb EI~~ (20)
Elb~

d Ib "kS d) Ei (21)Elb<p -Dh exp( -J lb A lb Ib<p

E2:~ =-Dh
2a exp( -jkS2:) Alo E~~ (22)

d _D;a exp( -jkS2~) Alo E~<p (23)E2a<p

d _D}b exp( -jkS2~) A2b E';'~ (24)
E2b~

d -Dh
2b

exp( -jkS2~) A2b E2~<P (25)E2b<p

with, according to Figure 3.2:
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[
RSin(8) -Ftan(o)]"'I = arctan --=--~--=-

a _ Rcos(8)-F

_ [RSin(8)-Ftan(a2)]
"'Ib - arctan --=--~--=

Rcos(8)-F

[
RSin(8) +Ftan(a.)]

"'20 = arctan ---....,....--
Rcos(8)-F

[
RSin(8) +Ftan(0.2)]

'" = arctan _--=-_=-:---=-_
Zb Rcos(8)-F

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

In analogy with Chapter 2 we may write for the incident field, radiated by a rectangular waveguide

and measured with a rectangular waveguide, see Appendix B:

(34)
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(35)

(36)

(37)

[

Ir JE$,reel
with Ir being the rectangular waveguide radiation pattem in the transmitting mode.

Ee,reel

The total field due to single diffracted rays is the sum of the fields originating from the four diffraction

points:

and accounting for the receiving radiation pattem the measured field will be:

(

E d Ere< +E d Ere< E d Ere< E d E
rtc J

la~ la$' ,reel 2a~ 2a$' ,reel + Ib~ Ib$',reel + 2b~ 2b$' ,reel
E d =
---meas,single d ree E d 1<' ree E d 1<' ree E d 1<' ree

Ela~lae',reel + 2a~2ae'.reel + l~lbe',reel+ 2b~2be'.recl

(38)

(39)

with [E;':~eCIJ being the rectangular waveguide radiation pattem in the receiving mode, see Appendix
E

ree
e' ,reet

B.

The multiple diffraction is obtained analogous to the case of the slit, with a slight modification due

to the radius of the edges and the angles of the rays travelling from the feed to the probe in point K

via the edges of the ring, as can be seen in Appendix A. In figure 2.6 the four possible situations are
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Chapter 3: Diffraction at a ring in a metallic plate

shown, and now k=la and l=lb for the upper points and k=2b and 1=2a for the lower points.

The total field due to multiple-diffracted rays is the sum of the fields originating from the four

diffraction points:

(40)

and, accounting for the receiving probe radiation pattem the measured field due to multiple diffraction

will be:

E
---meas,mul1 [

E d 1< ree E d 1< ree E d 1< ree E d 1< ree J= la~,mulrL-' la~',reet + Ib~,mulrL-'lb~' ,reel + 2a~,mulrL-'2a~',reel + 2b~,mulrL-'2b~',reet

E d 1<- E d 1<- E d 1<- E d 1<-
laq>,mulrL-' laa',reel + lb~,mulrL-' Iba',reel + 2aq>,mulrL-'2aa',reel + 2b~,mulrL-'2ba',reet

(41)

Summarizing, the total diffracted field in point K is composed of two fields:

E d = E d + E d

--single --mulliple

or accounting for the receiving probe radiation pattem:

E d = E d + E d

---meas ---meas,single ---meas,mult

(42)

(43)

The total field which is needed for the calculation of the radiation pattem is the sum of the field due

to diffraction and the direct field from the feed:

E = E d + E (U[e -UI] -ure -u2])-rolal - ---jeed
(44)

where U[Z] symbolizes the unity step function. Accounting for the receiving probe, the total field is:

(45)
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where

exp( -jkp') E!r
, "',rec!

p

exp( -jkp') E!r
, a.rec!

p

(46)

with p' being the distance between the feed and the probe.

Simulations

The experimental setup as defined in Chapter 5 is simulated using the model that is analyzed in this

chapter, with a frequency of 50 GHz. The receiving and transmitting waveguide radiation patterns are

accounted for, see Appendix B. The Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the case of a ring with a begin- and end

radius of 0.0039m and 0.049m respectively, for the feed polarizations <1>=00 and <1>=900
• The Figures

3.5 and 3.6 show a ring, with begin- and end radius 0.102m and 0.109m, respectively, for both feed

polarizations. The Figures 3.7 and 3.8 combine the fields of the two rings that are shown in the

Figures 3.5 and 3.6, for both feed polarizations. The centre of rotation is not the point z=-F but

z=-F-H, as explained in section 5.7. Here H=0.36, F=0.33 and G=0.46, all expressed in metres.

As 0 dB-reference the received field strength is taken when no obstacle is placed between the feed and

the probe.

Because in the case of a ring more rays interfere than in the case of a slit, we can see in case of a ring

a more 'wave-like' pattern as function of the rotation angle. This 'wave-like' pattem has a smaller

period in the case of a ring with a larger radius. This can be explained by the fact that in the case of

the ring with a larger radius the travel routes are much longer and consequently the travel route

difference between the rays travelling via the upper pair and lower pair of diffraction points (see

Figure 3.2) is larger too.

The radiation pattem due to the combination of the two rings is caused by eight diffraction points and

a direct contribution and is therefore less predictible. However, it is obvious that the received power

in this case is larger than in the case of only one ring.
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Figure 3.3: Field strength as function of the rotation angle for a ring with
begin- and end radius 0.039m and 0.049m, respectively, for afeed polarization
<1>=0°
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Figure 3.4: Field strength as function of the rotating angle for a ring with begin
and end radius 0.039m and 0.049m, respectively, for a feed polarization <1>=90°.
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Figure 3.5: Field strength as function ofthe rotation angle for a ring with begin
and end radius 0.102m and 0.109m, respectively, for a feed polarization <1>=00
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Figure 3.6: Field strength as function of the rotation angle for a ring with begin
and end radius 0.102m and O.l09m, respectively, for a feed polarization <1>=900
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Figure 3.7: Field strength as a function of the rotation angle for a
combination of two rings for a feed polarization <1>=00

• The rings have
begin- and end radii 0.039m and 0.049m and 0.102m and O.l09m, resp.
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Figure 3.8: Field strength as function of the rotation angle for a
combination of two rings for a feed polarization <1>=900

• The two rings have
begin- and end radii 0.039m and 0.049m and 0.102m and 0.109m, resp.
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Chapter 4

TransJnission and reflection by a
lossy dielectric slab

As mentioned in the introduction, replacing opaque zones by phase correcting zones

will be considered. Therefore, we determine the field strength in an observation point K due to

transmission through a dielectric slab. We can use two modeis. One model assumes a plane wave

incident on the dielectric slab, and the other model assumes a spherical wave incident on the dielectric

slab. Then we extend the modeIs to the case of diffraction at adielectric.

4.1 Incident plane wave

First, we analyse the plane wave propagation. The plane wave is assumed to travel through

free space and to be incident on a lossy dielectric slab, as shown in Figure 4.1. In Figure 4.1, Eo is

the permittivity of the free space region, and Er is the complex relative permittivity of the dielectric

material. Wave propagation will be determined by means of ray-optics, so we can speak of incident,

transmitted and reflected rays. The ray Ei is incident on the slab and part of it is reflected (denoted

by Er'). The other part, the transmitted ray, propagates into the dielectric. The transmitted ray reaches

the dielectric/free space boundary, where it is again partly transmitted (Eli) and reflected, and so on.

The rays leaving the slab are all parallel and make the same angle with the normal vector of the slab

as the incident ray. The transmitted and reflected field is now given by an infinite number of field
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region 1
8l

x region 2
Er

region 3
Ea 8l

Eu

z

Figure 4.1: Transmission of a plane wave incident on a lossy dielectric slab

contributions due to the process of multiple intemal reflections.

Now, so-called 'infinite' transmission and reflection coefficients will be derived, which take into

account all these contributions. In order to derive the coefficients, some definitions have to be made

first. The single plane wave transmission and reflection coefficients are related to the electric field. The

electric field is described in a ray-fixed coordinate system. This means that the field vector can either

be perpendicular or parallel to the plane of incidence. The transmission and reflection coefficients

correspond to these unit vectors. The coefficients are polarization dependent, so the perpendicular and

parallel case must be considered separately. The coefficients which appear when the wave travels from

free space to the dielectric are treated first. They are marked with the subscript 1. In case of

perpendicular polarization, the transmission coefficient TIE is given by:

and the reflection R
1E

is:

2Z2cos(S)
TIE = --------;;======

Z2COS(S) + ZI 1-(:Jsin2(S)
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22cos(8) - 21 1-(~rsin2(8)

22cos(8) + 21 1-(~:rsin2(8)

In case of normal polarization, the transmission coefficient T
1M

is:

222cos(8)
T1M = --------r=====

2 Icos(8 j ) + 22 1-(~rsin2(8)

and the reflection coefficient R1M is:

2 Icos(8) - 22 1-(~rsin2(8)

2 Icos(8) + 22 1-(~rSin2(8)

(2)

(3)

(4)

with 2 12 being the wave impedance for region 1 and region 2 in Figure 4.1, respectively. Furthermore, "(I

and "(2 are the propagation constants for region 1 and region 2 in Figure 4.1, respectively. The wave

impedance can be written as:

2
1

jro~o
1201t (5)

jroVEo~o

and

22
jro~o 1201t

(6)

jroVEoE'po /i;

with ~o the free space permeability, and for the propagation constants the following relations hold:
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Substitution of equations (5) to (8) in the relations (1) to (4) yieIds:

2cos(e.)
TIE = I

cos(e) + Vi,-sin2(e)

cos(e)

ECOS(e.) + Ji; -sin2(e.)r l r ,

E,cos(e)

Note that these transmission and reflection coefficients are all complex.

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

There is a simple relation between the latter coefficients and the reflection coefficients in case the

wave travels from the dielectric (region 2) to free space (region 3), marked with subscript 2. It is given

by [2]:

(13)

From Figure 4.1, it can be seen that the rays leaving the slab have different path lengths inside the

lossy dielectric material. So there will be both phase delay and field strength differences. Two kinds

of these effects are illustrated in Figure 4.2.

First, there is a phase delay and a field strength loss whenever a ray crosses the dielectric, sinceE,

is complex. Using Snell's law, we can write for the wave number in the x- and z-direction:

(14)

(15)
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Figure 4.2: Effects caused by one single dielectric crossing

The phase delay and field strength loss, due to internal reflections, wiII be:

(16)

with lm[x] denoting the imaginairy part of the complex value x, Re[x] denoting the real part of the

complex value x and ko being the free space wave number.

Now, the angle al wiII be:

(

sin(a.) Jal = arctan I

Re[Ji;-sin2(a)]

(17)

Second, there is a pathlength difference between subsequent rays in the far field observation point.

This is due to the fact that rays leave the slab at different points. From Figure 4.2 it can be seen that

the associated phase delay is given by:
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P = exp(j2kLsin(8.)sin(8))
a I I

(18)

Now the single plane wave reflection coefficients, the phase delays and the field strength losses have

been defined, it is possible to construct the infinite reflection coefficients RE,M" The subscript E,M will

be omitted further on.

The series for R becomes:

(19)

By recognizing that for the dielectric layer [2]

the latter expression converges to:

(20)

R (21)

The derivation of the transmission coefficient TE,M can be performed in the same way, but with a slight

extension. This is because we want to describe the far field as the product of the transmission

coefficient and the far-field in absence of the dielectric slab. The coefficient then has to be referred

to the front face of the slab, which means an additional phase factor PI has to be included. This is

shown in Figure 4.3.

From Figure 4.3 it can be seen that

P, = exp(jkLcos(8; -8,))
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x dielectric slab

d z

Figure 4.3 : Referring the transmission coefficient to the front face of the slab

With this result we obtain:

or

-T = PTT"" p2n-IR2n-2pn-1
112L.., d 2 a

n~1 (23)

(24)

Now that the infinite transmission and refIection coefficients have been derived, one can express the

transmitted and refIected field, in case of the measurement setup described in Chapter 5, as follows:
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[

Eer(P2)J (RM 0 J[Ee~;eel E;':~ee/~O .= exp( -JkS ')
E rep ) 0 R E Ir E ree P +S r

.p 2 E .p.reel.p' .reel 0

(25)

(26)

[
E Ir J [E

ree

Ja,reet e' reet
with being the rectangular waveguide radiation pattem in the transmitting mode, . being

E" E-.p,reel .p' ,reel

the rectangular waveguide radiation pattern in the receiving mode (see Appendix B), Po is the distance

from the source towards the point of reflection and S r is the distance from Qr to the far-field

observation point P2 as shown in Figure 4.4.

Sr

Figure 4.4: The total transmitted and reflected field
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4.2 Incident spherical wave

The method described above is valid under the assumption that the observation point and the

feed are at such a distance from the dielectric that the incident rays on the dielectric are parallel as

weil as the rays leaving the dielecric towards the observation point.

Another method where this assumption is not made uses a spherical wave incident on the dielectric

slab. For each single ray incident on the dielectric slab under an angle ai' the separate contributions

due to transmission and reflection in the dielectric as given in (23), leaving the factor Pa out, are

calculated. When one of the rays reaches the observation point K it will give a contribution to the field

in that point, as can be seen in Figure 4.5.

The point K moves along a circular arc around the point T. Thus, the length of R is constant. The z

coordinate of the ray crossing the circular arc after leaving the dielectric slab is denoted as M . The
tot,n

z-coordinate of the field point K is denoted as MlOral' Now, when M rar.n equals MlOral this ray

contributes to the field in point K. Analogously, when the x-coordinate of the ray crossing the circular

arc after leaving the dielectric slab equals the x-coordinate of the point K, this ray contributes to the

field in point K. Here, n denotes the number of the ray leaving the dielectric. The ray leaving the

dielectric without intemal reflections has the number n =0, the next ray, being the one leaving the

dielectric after two intemal reflections, has number n=l, and so on. In order to find the rays that

contribute to the given field in a point K consider the Figure 4.5. An infinite number of rays reaches

a given point P:, with for each ray with number n a different ai' For these rays the following

conditions must be satisfied, considering the x- and z-coordinates of the rays:

(F +d
3
)tan(a) + d(2n +1)tan(ar) = Rsin(a)

F +d+d
3

= Rcos(a)

(27)

(28)

The derivation of the transmission coefficient TEM can be performed in a similar way as in the

previous method, with a slight adjustment. The subscript E,M will be omitted. Considering only one

ray leaving the dielectric after n intemal reflections we can write:

(29)
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Figure 4.5: Transmission of a spherical wave incident on a lossy slab

Now that we can determine whether the field in a point P: due to a one-ray field contribution is a

contribution to the field in point K or not, and the transmission coefficient is known, the field in pointP:

will be determined, for one ray that satisfies the condition in (27) and (28):

(30)

with

(31)

r
E Ir ]a,reel

with Ir the rectangular waveguide radiation pattem, or accounting for the receiving rectangular
E"reel

waveguide as weU:
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[
Eel(p:)1 [TM,n 0] [Ee

i E:'~~,ree'1 '= A exp( -JkS )
E I(p ') 0 T E i E ree n I,n
~ n E,n cp n,cp',reel

(32)

see Appendix B, with Sr,n being that the distance the ray travels from the point where it leaves the

dielectric to the point P: . An is the caustic divergence factor.

For the total field in K, an infinite number of rays, satisfying the conditions (27) and (28) contributes

to the field. So, accounting for the receiving and transmitting rectangular waveguide radiation pattem,

(32) will be:

(33)

4.3 The divergence factor

The rays entering and leaving the dielectric slab converge and diverge. The energy

conservation is defined according to the so-called 'ray-tube' concept as illustrated in Figure 4.6. The

power in each circle of rays in Figure 4.6 must be the same. So, we can write for the divergence factor

of the ray that leaves the dielectric without intemal reflections:

Pz P3

pz +dlcos(e,) P
3
+S,t

(34)

with Pz' P3 and S,t as defined in Figure 4.7. For the rays that leave the dielectric after one or more

intemal reflections the divergence factor is defined in an analogous manner.

According to [7] an extra term should be included in the divergence factor in order to account for the

sudden change in the cross-sectional area caused by refraction at the interface. We found that the

author of [7] defined the radiation pattem density as the radiated power density times the squared

radius of curvature of the wave front. However, the radiation pattem density is the radiated power

divided by the squared radius of curvature of the wavefront. Accounting for this error the extra term

for the divergence factor will not be significant for our basic measurements, where the angle ei will

not be larger then 10°. However, when larger angles ei are used this extra term can be significant.
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dielectric

z

Figure 4.6: The ray-tube concept

dielectric

_.-----p2 ~_"'---

d

Figure 4.7: The geometrical configuration for the definition of the divergence
factor
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4.4 Diffraction at adielectric edge

When we take into consideration the dyadic diffraction coefficients D s and Dh as defined in

Chapter 2, we assumed a slit or ring in a perfectly conducting plate. The dyadic diffraction coefficient

can be expressed in this case as:

Ds,h = D(y-y')~D(y+y') (35)

Here y and y' are the angles between the incident ray and the diffracted ray, respectively, with the

surface of the plate.

Now, let us consider a dielectric halfplane. Then, the dyadic diffraction coefficient can be expressed

as [2]:

D = (1-1)D(y-y') + RD(y+y')s,h
(36)

where T is the transmission coefficient and R is the reflection coefficient. The factors (1-1) andR

are inserted into equation (36) to account for the discontinuities at the incidence shadow boundary and

the reflected shadow boundary, respectively.

In case of the model using a plane wave incident, we can determine the transmission and reflection

coefficient belonging to the diffraction coefficient since all rays arrive and leave the diffraction point

under the same angle. But in case of the model using a spherical wave incident we can not determine

that transmission and reflection coefficient since the coefficients belong to different rays travelling

under different angles towards a given observation point. The total of these rays has no relation at all

with the diffraction point which a ray can only reach under one unique angle.

4.5 Simulations

Now that the theoretical models are completed, simulations can be made. The simulations for

both analyzed models are presented here for the case of transmission through a lossy dielectric. The

results for the transmission in the case of the experimental setup are given in Figure 4.8,4.9 and 4.10

for both plane and spherical wave incidence, for dielectric thicknesses 1.5mm, 2mm and 3mm,
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respectively, and for the feed polarization <1>=90°. The measured dielectric constants used are given

in the titles of the figures (see Chapter 6).

For the first 5 rays the field strength contribution of that ray is calculated relative to the total field

strength as received from the previous rays. So, the relative contribution of the nth ray = (the

contribution of ray with number n)/(the contributions of the rays 1, .. ,n-1).

For the dielectric slab is calculated:

thickness 1.55 mm:

ray with n =2: 1.3 10-2

ray with n =3: 6.6 10-4

ray with n=4: 9.2 10-6

ray with n=5: 1.7 10-9

thickness 2.15 mm:

ray with n=2: 3.2 10-2

ray with n=3: 4.0 10-3

ray with n =4: 1.3 10-4

ray with n=5: 1.4 10-7

thickness 3.00 mm:

ray with n =2: 2.5 10-2

ray with n=3: 2.2 10-3

ray with n=4: 5.3 10-5

ray with n=5: 3.1 10-8

If we want the relative contribution of the last calculated ray to be for example less than 0.01 dB, we

can see that only the first four rays are significant in our cases.

In Figure 4.11 the calculated results for the transmission through the dielectric slab are given for the

slab with thickness 1.55mm with the receiving probe placed 200m from the slab. Both the plane wave

incidence and the spherical wave incidence are calculated. Fram this Figure it can be seen that for the

far-field the spherical wave incidence and the plane wave incidence will yield the same results.
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Figure 4.8: Calculated field strength after transmission through a lossy
dielectric slab with thickness 1.55 rnrn and a dielectric constant 1.73-0.41j, and
<1>=90°, using a plane wave incident (dashed curve) and a spherical wave
incident (solid Hne).
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Figure 4.9: Calculated field strength after transmission through a lossy
dielectric slab with thickness 2.15 mm and a dielectric constant 2.38-0.22j, and
<1>=90°, using a plane wave incident (dashed curve) and a spherical wave
incident (solid curve).
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Figure 4.10: Calculated field strength after transmission through a lossy
dielectric slab with thickness 3 mm and a dielectric constant 2.0S-0.16j, and
$=90°, using a plane wave incidence (dashed Hne) and a spherical wave
incident (solid line).
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Figure 4.11: Calculated field strength after transmission through the lossy
dielectric slab as given in Figure 4.8, using a plane wave incident (dashed line)
and a spherical wave incident (solid Hne). The receiving probe is placed at
200m from the slab.
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Chapter 5

The experintental setup

In Chapter 2 and 3 the UTD has been introduced and applied to the problem of

electromagnetic wave diffraction by a slit and a ring in an infinite metallic screen. In order to measure

the electromagnetic field behind the slit or ring, an experimental setup must be defined. The complete

setup can be considered as a two-port device. Port 1 and port 2 are terminals of the transmitting and

receiving antenna, respectively. The device under test (DUT) will be the screen with a ring or slit.

Therefore, this setup can be described with S-parameters (scattering parameters). These parameters

characterize the two-port network completely, under the restriction that the two-port network is a linear

network. The heart of the setup is the Hewlett-Packard 8510C vector network analyzer (VNA). With

this equipment, measurements up to 60 GHz can be performed.

5.1 S-parameters

In Figure 5.1 a two-port network connects a generator to a load with reflection coefficientsr G

and r L , respectively. The characteristics of the two-port can be specified in terms of the scattering

coefficients or S-parameters, where
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Figure 5.1: Two-port network defined by S-parameters

(1)

(2)

So, the outward-going waves bI and b2 are expressed in terms of the inward-going waves al and a2.

The S-parameters can be measured by matching one of the two ports, driving the other port with an

incident wave and measuring the appropiate complex values i.e. phase and amplitude. Su and S21 are

found by driving port 1 with an incident wave al and matching port 2 (a2=0). Then Su=b/a l and

S21 =b/al . Similarly, matching port 1 (al =0) and driving port 2 with an incident wave, S22=b/a2 and

SI2=b/a2 is found. The S-parameters give an exact definition of the signal flow through a device

(Figure 5.2). For example, a reflection measurement is defined by the parameters SI I and S22' The

ratio of bI and al (or b2 and a2) is a measure for the reflected powers as can be seen in Figure 5.2.

The ratio of bI and a2 (or b2 and al) is a measure for the transmitted power. Therefore, the flow

parameters S21 and SI2 are used for transmission measurements.

Su
bI

SI2 =
bI

al a2

S21
b2

S22 =
b2

al a2

(3)

(4)
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Scattering Parameters

Port 1 Port 2

al

S21

S22
SI1

Forward SI2 Reverse

Figure 5.2: S-parameters flow diagram

5.2 The HP8510C Vector Network Aoalyzer

The source, the test set, the vector signal processor and the display are the standard VNA

measurement system. Hence, a complete stimulus/response test system exists that provides a stimulus

to the DUT and measures the signal transmitted through the device or reflected from its input. Then,

the system detects and processes the data providing the magnitude and phase of the responses.

By minimizing the systematic errors in the setup, the accuracy of the measurements can be improved.

Accuracy enhancement techniques permit accurate calibration of the measurements at the interface to

the DUT, minimizing the effect of systematic measurement errors, such as leakages, mismatches and

tracking errors. A frequency sweep is performed and converted to the time domain using a Fourier

transform. There the gating feature can be used to remove unwanted reflection or transmission time

domain responses. In principle this feature is a time window. After converting the gated data back to

the frequency domain, the effects of the responses outside the gate are suppressed.
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5.3 The experimental setup

Despite the fact that outside measurements approximate the theoretical situation best, the

measurements will be done inside a building, since the weather influences and interference will disturb

the measurements. Inside a building, however, the measurements will be disturbed by EM waves

reflected from the walls, floor and ceiling, which can be solved by placing the experimental setup in

an anechoic room. Because the anechoic room was not continuisly available an ordinary room was

used with dimensions 6m x 6m x 3m. The far-away reflections were suppressed by dataprocessing

techniques available on the VNA while the nearby reflections were reduced with absorbing material.

The elementary parts of the experimental setup are the network analyzer, the antennas and the device

under test. Additional parts are: the rotating tabIe, the absorbers, waveguides, constructing equipment

and the HP controller. The antennas are connected via waveguides with port 1 and port 2 of the test

set of the VNA. One of the antennas and the DUT are placed on a rotating tabie. The absorbers are

used to keep the experimental setup free of nearby reflections, which can not be removed using the

gating feature. The HP-controller is used to automate the measurements, see also Klaassen [3].

The dimensions of the experimental setup are limited by the dimensions of the room. Two additional

factors also determine the size of the setup. Firstly, the length from the output connector to the input

connector on the test set must be larger than the aliasing free range, otherwise, time domain

measurements will not be possible. Secondly, the size of the setup is related to the dynamic range of

the VNA. Since the experimental setup has certain finite dimensions, the transmitter and receiver must

be placed relatively close to the screen. Furthermore, the aperture of the receiving antenna must be as

small as possible. When the aperture is too large the power of the averaged electric field over the

aperture is measured. The rapid spatial field strength fluctuations behind the slit or ring are needed to

verify the theoretical results.

To measure the field strength at various positions behind a slit or ring, equipment is needed to perform

a mechanical operation to move one of the antennas. Since a rotating table was available, this

possibility was chosen. Another possibility would have been a linear tracer, which moves an antenna

along a straight line. The complete blockdiagram of the experimental setup is given in Figure 5.3. The

rotating table is controlled by the HP computer via the positioner controller. The mm wave test set has

been selected to perform the measurements. In order to work with the mm wave test set, the WR19

waveguides can be used, with a frequency band from 40 GHz to 60 GHz, and with aperture sizes

4.775 by 2.388 mmo For more information about the rectangular waveguides, see Appendix B.
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Figure 5.3: Blockdiagram of the experimental setup

5.4 Construction of the final experimental setup

A construction is made which facilitates a quick and stabIe fixing and removement of the

screen with a slit or ring. An arm with a length of approximately half the distance between the

antennas is placed on the rotating tabIe. To the arm a connecting structure is fixed in order to conneet

the screen at the end of the arm. Figure 5.4 shows that the upper side of the structure is connected to

the arm.

Besides the screen, also the test set is fixed to the arm. The arm is long enough for placing absorber

between the test set module and the screen. CV-4 absorbing material is used in order to suppress the

reflections of the EM waves from the arm. In Chapter 2 and 3, the problem of diffraction by a slit or

ring in an infinite metallic screen was analyzed. It is obvious that it is impossible to have an infinite

screen. So, the theoretical situation will be approximated by a finite screen, as seen in Figure 5.5.

Since the diffraction at the edges of the screen will yield a significant contribution to the field strength

behind the slit or ring, these unwanted contributions are suppressed by connecting absorbing material

to the edges, as can be seen in Figure 5.5. Using this method, the strength of the diffraction

contributions from the edges wiIl be reduced significantly. Besides that, the travelling route from

transmitter to receiver increases so the diffraction contributions from the absorber can be gated out

using the gating feature of the VNA. In the theoretical situation a slit of infinite length was assumed.
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WR 19

Connecting Structure

late with slit or ring

Figure 5.4: Connecting equipment for the finite width plate

In the practical situation, the slit is not infinite. But since the contributions to the field in an

observation point K behind the slit originate mainly from the points considering the shortest route from

the feed to a point K, see Chapter 2, the slit being finite has no influence on the measurement.

In the case of a ring the construction is aproblem. Obviously, the inner and outer part of the plate

must be connected to each other. However, this cannot be done without interrupting the ring and

introducing several extra diffraction points, see Figure 5.6. But since no better construction could be

found this construction has been chosen.

5.5 Accuracy of the experimental setup

The accuracy of the experimental setup depends on two factors: the positioning of the rotating

table and that of the ring or slit.

The centre of the rotating table is the origin of the circular arc across which the field point K moves.

The receiving antenna at the field point K must be pointed to that centre. Therefore, special techniques

must be applied to position the table correctly. A laser is used with a radiated beam that follows a

straight line. This beam can be used as a reference. The accuracy of the positioning depends now on
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Absorbing Material

Screen with slit
or ring

Rotating table
with absorber

Figure 5.5: Method to eliminate the diffraction at the edges

the width of the radiated beam, which is approximately 1mm. The rotating table must rotate over the

desired angle. To verify this, some mirrors and a laser are used. The mirrors are placed on the axis

of the rotating table and the laser is placed on the flOOf as reference and is pointing to the mirrors on

the axis. When the table is unloaded, the laser is used to mark a few points on the waUs of the room

as a function of the rotating angle.

Since the walls are approximately 4 metres removed from the axis, a rotation of 0.1 degree means a

shifting of 21t4000/3600=7mm on the walls. Every time a measurement has been performed, we can

verify whether the table has rotated correctly. The incorrect positioning of the slit on the y-axis will

only move the measured radiation pattem in the angle-domain and causes no significant measurement

error. The width of the slit however can cause an error. For the width of a slit an accuracy of±0.5mm

is guaranteed. In case of a ring the position of the ring on the y-axis causes no significant error, while

the position on the x-axis can cause a significant error, as weU as the width of the ring. The position

on the x-axis has an accuracy of ±2mm, and the width of the ring has an accuracy of ±0.5mm

5.6 Parameters in the rotation setup

The feed and the screen move relative to the receiving antenna, which is the same principle

as the receiving antenna moving along a circular arc around the centre of the rotating tabIe. However,
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in the previous chapters the field point K moved along a circular arc around the feed at z=-F, see

Figure 2.4. Therefore, the parameters used to analyze the field strength behind a plate with a slit or

ring have to be adjusted, see Figure 5.7. The case of a slit in a metal plate will be treated now because

the correction of the rotation point for other cases will be analogous to the case of a slit in a metallic

plate.
The centre of the rotating axis, T, is positioned at z=-F-H. The relations (19) to (22) in Chapter 2

will now be:

S d 
) -

(5)

Sd a 2 (6)
(TKcos(9

1
) -H_F)2 +(TKsin(9)) +_)2

2

[ TKsin(e,l-.': J (7)2
"') = arctan

TKcos(9 I) -H-F

[ TKsin(e,)+.': J (8)2
'" = arctan

2 TKcos(9
1
)-H-F

with

( TKsin(e,l J (9)9 = actan
2 TKcos(9

1
)-H

R = V(TKsin(9
1
))2+(TKcos(9))_H)2 (l0)

In the measurement setup H=O.36m, see Figure 5.7. The angle 92 in Figure 5.7 corresponds with the

angle 9 in Appendix B. Since the rotating point is moved, the receiving antenna is pointed towards

this new rotating point, here denoted as 9) and so for the case of the receiving waveguide 9 in

Appendix B has to be replaced by 91 ,

Now that the theoretical analysis is completely adjusted to the measurement setup, the theory and

measurements can be compared.
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Figure 5.6: The experimental setup
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Figure 5.7: Rotation setup
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Chapter 6

Measurentent results

In Chapters 2 and 3 we calculated the field behind a slit and a ring in a metallic plate.

In Chapter 4, the field behind adielectric plate and the field behind a slit in a dielectric plate were

analyzed. Now, these models will be verified with measurements done with the experimental setup as

described in Chapter 5. However, before the measurements can be performed, the experimental setup

must be be calibrated .

6.1 The calibration

External factors such as interconnecting cables and test sets all introduce variations In

magnitude and phase of the measured signal and therefore greatly influence the accuracy of the

measurements in the frequency domain. Since these effects cause unknown errors they may cumulate

and disturb the measurements. Calibration of the measurement equipment is necessary in order to

minimize these errors. The calibration feature was applied which is used generally for transmission

measurements. During the calibration, the S21 (or S12) frequency response is measured as a reference

and all deviations from the ideal 0 dB (amplitude) and 0° (phase) frequency response are stored in

a calibration set. Each transmission measurement is now multiplied by the inverse of the complex

reference S21 frequency response. Changing the experimental setup makes the calibration set incorrect

since the complex S21 frequency respons changes. Hence, a new calibration set must then be made.
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The presence of the reflected wave from the CV-4 absorber placed on the arm of the rotating table is

a problem when calibrating the experimental setup. Due to the reflected wave, incident on the absorber

under an angle of approximately 24°, which interferes with the direct wave, a variation of the

frequency response can be expected. This problem cannot be solved by calibrating the setup in such

a way that the reflected wave is accounted for for two reasons. Firstly, the complex characteristics of

the reflected waves are not unique, especially when the table with the absorber is rotating. Hence, the

reflection coefficient can vary considerably. Secondly, the reflected wave will be blocked by the plate

with a ring or slit during the measurements while in the calibration set the wave is accounted for.

Therefore a maximal residual error of 0.4 dB in the frequency response will be introduced when

measuring the field distribution behind the screen. [3].

The calibration set only contains data for the case where the feed and the probe are pointed to each

other. So, when measuring the field distribution and rotating the tabie, the field distribution is weighted

with the radiation patterns of the transmitting and receiving rectangular waveguides.

6.2 Measurements on slits in a metallic plate

As mentioned in Chapter 1 the measurements on slits are performed in order to show the effect

of multiple diffraction. But before we can perform a measurement on a slit we need to know what

widths are realistic in the design of a FZPA. Therefore, we use a system that was analyzed by Baggen

[1], focused on the far-field region. The subscript m (an integer) denotes the boundary of the mth

circle zone.

bIJl
mÀmÀ(F+_)
4

(1)

with À=c/j=0.027m and F=0.52m. The antenna diameter is 1 metre. For our measurements where we

use À=0.006m the dimensions of b have to be scaled in frequency to b~. In our scaled case the firstIJl
and widest transparent ring is from b; =0.039m to b; =0.049m. The last and smallest transparent ring

is from bl~=O.l025m to b/I=O.l090m. So, two slits with width 0.006m and O.Olm represent in a

practical situation the extremes and will be measured. These two extreme situations are analyzed for

two feed polarizations, namely <1>=0° and <1>=90°. Since for <1>=0° the effect of multiple diffraction is

not significant (see Chapter 2), only the situation with <1>=90° can show the effect of multiple

diffraction. The measurement results are presented normalized for both feed polarizations in the

Figures 6.1 to 6.4 for the widths 6mm and 10mm. The results are normalized because in the
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measurements sometimes a constant shift of approximately 0.8 dB was found. This occured randomly

for one of the two feed polarizations, see Appendix D. The theoretical curves represent the field

behind the slit excluding and including the effect of multiple diffraction. The curve of the theoretical

curves, including and excluding multiple diffraction, that is the upper curve for e=00 is normalized

at 0 dB. The relative difference between both theoretical cuhes has been maintained. Hence, both

theoretical curves have a constant amplitude shift due to the normalization. This amplitude shift is also

applied the the measured results. Since an excellent agreement is found between the measured pattems

and the simulated pattems including multiple diffraction, this shift is probably a measurement error

and the figures presented show the significance of multiple diffraction for small slits.

In the simulations knife edges are assumed. Measurements were made to determine the influence of

this assumption. Therefore the original slit of 10mm was measured again with sharpened edges, see

Figure 6.5. For small scan angles sharpening the edges has no significant effect. However, from Figure

6.5 it can be seen that the edges being sharper results in a better agreement between simulation and

measurement for larger scan angles. Therefore, all subsequent measurements were done with sharpened

edges. Note that the measurement curve for sharpened edges in Figure 6.5 still deviates from the

simulated curve. Furthermore, the curve is normalized and the reallevel is less than -30 dB resulting

in significant interferences from the surroudings.
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Figure 6.1: Measured (solid line) and simulated (dashed line) field strength as
function of the rotation angle of the tuming table for a slit with width=6mm
and a feed polarization <1>=00
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Figure 6.2: Measured (upper solid line) and simulated (1ower solid line excl.
multiple diffraction, dashed line incl. multiple diffraction) field strength as
function of the rotation angle for a slit with width=6mm and $=90°.
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6.3 Measurements on rings in a metallic plate

An FZPA is built out of a number of rings. A basic measurement to verify the theory is a

measurement on a ring. Because we chose for slits as described in section 6.2 we now continue with

measuring on rings with the pairs of begin- and end radii (0.039m,0.049m) and (0.102m,0.1 09m) , with

approximately the same widths as in case of the slits. Multiple diffraction is not significant for the case

of one ring and will therefore not be included in the theoretical results. The centre of the rings is the

point where the direct line between feed and probe crosses the metal plate, see Figure 6.6. The

connections between the inner part and the outer part in the measurement setup, see Figure 6.6, are

approximately 3mrn wide. These connections can introduce new diffraction points, disturbing the

measurement. Another factor that influences the measurement results is that the construction of the ring

was not perfect: the width of the ring is not exactly constant. The results for both rings and both feed

polarizations are given in the Figures 6.7 to 6.10 together with the simulations. The combination of

both rings demonstrates the interference between the two rings and is given for both feed polarizations

in the Figures 6.11 and 6.12 together with the simulations. Since the constant shift of approximately

0.8 dB did not occur in the measurements in Figures 6.7 to 6.12, the results are not presented in

normalized form. The theoretical curves are not normalized either. In order to investigate the influence

of the connections between the rings a new measurement was done with a ring with absorber attached

to the connections. Since this had no effect on the measurement results the influence of the

connections is assumed to be negligible. Comparing the measured results with the theoretical

simulations several remarks can be made. Let us consider the ring with begin- and end radius 0.039m

and 0.049m respectively, since here the largest deviation between the measured and simulated curve

is found. Near the angle 8=0 there is a caustic, so that the theoretical model is not valid there. The

frequency of the fluctuations in the measured pattem is similar to the frequency of the fluctuations in

the simulation for smaller angles. For larger angles the frequency of the fluctuations are no longer

similar. The amplitude of the fluctuations is larger in case of the measurements and the level of the

curve falls below the level of the curve for larger angles. The accuracy of the positioning of the plate

in the x-direction, see Figure 2.2, is estimated to be 2mm, see section 5.5. This error can not be

accounted for in the model available, since we can only scan in the (y,z)-plane. When the centre of

the ring is placed under or above the (y,z)-plane this results in a wider width of the ring in the (y,z)

plane. We therefore assume that the error in the x-direction has the same effect as making the ring

wider. The accuracy of the construction of the rings is ±0.5mm, see section 5.5. Therefore, in order

to investigate whether the not ideal construction of the ring has an influence on the radiation pattem

in general and the fluctuations specificly, we have simulated the ring with a maximum construction

error of lmm, namely a ring with begin- and end radius 0.039m and 0.05m, and 0.039m and 0.048m,

respectively. The results are given together with the measured curve in Figure 6.13. The fact that the

level of the measured curve faUs below the level of the simulated curve for larger angles can be
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explained by the edges being not perfectly sharp, as shown in Figure 6.5. From Figure 6.13 it can be

seen that the frequency of the measured curve stays between the frequencies of the two curves

including the maximal construction error. However, though the amplitude of the simulated curves

including the construction error is better than the amplitude of the simulated curve without a

construction error relatively to the measured curve, it can be seen from Figure 6.13 that the

construction error is not the only factor that causes the deviation in amplitude. Another effect that can

cause an error is the metal plate with the slit or ring being not perfectly flat, especially on the edges

of the ring or slit. This effect cannot be simulated or otherwise investigated with the software and

equipment available.

In case of a combination of the two rings as discussed in this section there is a relatively good

agreement between simulation and measurement. Analogous to the case of one ring, we will

investigate what influence the construction error has on the radiation pattem. Therefore, we have

simulated the case of the two rings for a feed polarization <1>=90° with begin- and end radii

(0.039m,0.05m) and (0.102m,0.llm), and (0.039m,0.04Sm) and (0.102m,0.lOSm), respectively, as

shown in Figure 6.14. Varying the begin radius instead of the end radius does not result in significant

different curves. From Figure 6.14 it can be seen that the measured curve lies between the two

simulated curves including a construction error for several rotation angles but again this is not the only

factor that causes the deviation.

Figure 6.6: The connection of the rings
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Figure 6.7: Measured (solid line) and simulated (dashed Hne) field strength as
function of the rotation angle for a ring with begin- and end radius O.039m and
O.049m, respectively, for a feed polarization (jl=O°.
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Figure 6.8: Measured (solid line) and simulated (dashed line) field strength as
function of the rotating angle for a ring with begin- and end radius O.039m and
O.049m, respsectively, for a feed polarization (jl=90°.
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Figure 6.9: Measured (solid line) and simulated (dashed line) field strength as
function of the rotating angle for a ring with begin- and end radius 0.102m and
0.109m, respectively, for a feed polarization <1>=0°.
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Figure 6.10: Measured (solid line) and simulated (dashed Hne) field strength as
a function of the rotating angle for a ring with begin- and end radius 0.102m
and 0.109m, respectively, for a feed polarization <1>=90°.
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6.4 Measurements on lossy dielectic slabs

In Chapter 1 we mentioned the use of phase correcting zones using dielectric material. This

was analyzed in Chapter 4, where two models were developed to predict the field strength in an

observation point K after transmision through a lossy dielectric slab. To investigate which model

agrees best with reality, measurements will be performed with the experimental setup as described in

Chapter 5. Therefore the field strength behind a lossy dielectric slab will be measured for several

plates with different thicknesses. PVC was used as the lossy dielectric. Using absorber at the edges

of the dielectric plate as shown in Figure 5.5 all other contributions than the transmission are

eliminated.

Since the dielectric constant of the PVC varies for each plate, we measured the dielectric constant

instead of using the datasheets. The dielectric constants were obtained by measuring transmission

through a waveguide filled with the material under test [6]. This waveguide has a cuttoff frequency

of 50 GHz and in order to measure without disturbance from the waveguide the measurements were

performed at 49 GHz. The plates used have thicknesses 1.55m, 2.15mm and 3mm respectively. For

the plate with thickness 1.55mm a dielectric constant was found of 1.73-0.41j, where j denotes the

imaginairy part. The plate with thickness 2.15mm has a dielectric constant 2.38-0.22j and the plate

with thickness 3mm has a dielectric constant 2.05-0. 16j. The measurement error is estimated by

repeating the measurement and determining the deviation from the mean value. The measurement error

in the real part of the measured dielectric constant is ±0.2 and the error in the imaginairy part is less

than 0.01.

In the Figures 6.15 to 6.17 the transmission through a lossy dielectric plate is shown together with the

computed simulations of the two theoretical modeIs using the three plates with thicknesses 1.55mm,

2.15mm and 3mm with the dielectric constants as measured. The figures clearly show the agreement

between the measured curve and the model using a spherical wave incident on the slab, considering

a measurement accuracy of approximately 0.1 dB. In Figure 6.18 the spherical wave model is again

simulated for the dielectric constant ±0.2. The theoretical and measured curves are normalized at the

level of the curve using the measured dielectric constants as given above. The figure shows that the

error in the dielectric constant together with the measurement error can explain the deviation.

Furthermore, the dielectric constant is not perfectly uniform over the plate. In Figure 6.19 the same

is done for the method using plane wave incidence. This figure shows that considering the

measurement error of the dielectric constant together with the measurement error the differences

between the measurement and the model using plane wave incidence can not be explained.

Since the model using a spherical wave incident on a dielectric is not valid for diffraction calculations

(see Chapter 4), the measurements on slits in dielectric plates are compared only with the theoretical

model using plane wave incidence, see Figures 6.20 to 6.25. A slit width of 10mm was taken. Because

we already showed that the spherical wave model agreed with the measurement results and the plane

wave model did not, it is not surprisingly that the measurement curves and the theoretical curves in

the Figures 6.20 to 6.25 differ completely.
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a dielectric plate with thickness 2.15mm and <1>=0°.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and reCODlDlendations

In order to verify the existing theoretical modeIs for the calculation of the radiation

pattern of an FZPA, we have performed some basic measurements. Two basic configurations of the

FZPA were examined: diffraction at slits and rings in perfectly conducting material and transmission

through and diffraction at phase correcting material.

Therefore, first models have been developed for the calculation of the near-field behind a slit and a

ring in perfectly conducting material, using UTD. Knife edges were assumed as well as an infinitely

large plate containing the slit or ring. Besides, the plate was assumed to be perfectly flat. Computations

using the model for the slit showed that the effect of multiple diffraction is significant for small slits.

Secondly, two modeIs for determining the near field behind a lossy dielectric slab were used. One

model was developed by Van Houten using a plane wave incident on a lossless dielectric slab. This

model has been adapted to calculate the near-field pattern after transmission through a lossy dielectric.

The other model developed in this report uses a spherical wave incident on a lossy dielectric slab and

calculates the near-field as well. This model is not valid for diffraction at edges and therefore can not

compute the field behind a slit or ring. Computations showed a significant difference between the two

models for transmission through the dielectric.

All these models were developed in order to simulate the experimental setup as available for the

measurements. Measurements were performed on slits and rings with varying widths in perfectly

conducting material and on dielectric plates with and without a slit.
From the measurements on slits in perfectly conducting material an excellent agreement was found

between the theory and the measurements. The effect of multiple diffraction was observed for small

slits in terms of wavelengths. Furthermore, measuring on unsharpened and sharpened edges showed
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the importance of the assumption that the edges were 'knife sharp'. Measuring on sharpened edges

yielded a better agreement between theory and measurement. However, the edges have to be even

sharper for optimum measurement results.

The measurements on rings in perfectly conducting material showed quite some differences between

theory and measurement results. The connections between the inner and outer part of the plate with

a ring caused no significant error. The level of the measurement curve falling below the level of the

theoretical curve can be explained by the fact that the edges are not perfectly sharp. The construction

error due to inaccurate fabrication causes an error but can not explain al the differences. Another

possible effect that can cause differences is the plate being not perfectly flat. However, this effect

could not be simulated with the theoretical models that were developed.

The measurements on a combination of two rings yielded less differences than in case of

measurements on one ring, but again the construction error can not explain the differences between

theory and measurement. The plate being not perfectly flat can again be of influence on the

measurements.

In order to verify the theoretical models for transmission through a dielectric slab first the dielectric

constants were measured for the plates used with different thickness. The measured dielectric constants

were different for each plate. Measuring the field pattern behind the lossy dielectric plates resulted in

a good agreement between the measured curves and the theoretical curves using a spherical wave

incident on the plates. Accounting for the error in the measurement of the dielectric constant and

considering the measurement error, the differences between theory and measurement can be explained.

For the case of the model using the plane wave incident on the plates the differences can not be

explained, so the model using a spherical wave is better, as might be expected. For the measurements

on a slit in a dielectric plate the spherical wave model is not valid. The only conclusion that can be

drawn is that the theoretical result using a plane wave differs completely from the measurement results.

Now, some recommendations can be made. For the differences between the measurements and the

theory in case of perfectly conducting material, several causes can be found, as mentioned in the

above. In order to have better measurement results, firstly the metallic plate should be very thin, or

at least the edges should be made very sharp. Furthermore, the plate with the slit or ring has to be

perfectly flat, especcially in the area of the slit or ring. Finally, the slits and rings should be made with

a better construction accuracy.

In case of the dielectric material, the measured curve and the theoretical curve using a spherical wave

agreed, taking into account the overall error. Since the spherical wave model is not valid for

calculation of diffraction the model has to be rewritten so that it is valid for diffraction. Then, the

measurements on a slit in a dielectric plate can be verified too with this model. Another option is to

transform the near-field measurement results to the far-field and compare these results with the far

field computed results, since it was shown that in the far-field there is no significant difference

between both models. We used PVC as dielectric material. PVC is not designed to be a good

dielectric, so it might be better to use other dielectrics to verify the modeis.
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Appendix A: Diffraction coefficients for the multiple diffraction configuration

Appendix A

Diffraction coefficients for the
Dlultiple diffraction configuration

In this Appendix, the multiple diffraction at a slit and a ring is calculated. For each situation

shown in Figure 2.6 the diffraction contribution is given.

Multiple difTraction at a slit

Situation I:

Situation 2:

[D \,2] [D \] (E ij
2 J,h I J,h I~

I -[D 2] [D \] Ei
J,h J,h 1<1'

[D \,2] [D 2] [D \] [E iJ
I J.h I J,h J,h I~

I -[D 2] [D I] Ei
J,h J,h 1<1'
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Situation 3:

[D 3.4] [D 3,4] [E iJ1 s,h 2 s,h 2~

1-[D 2] [D 1] E i
s,h s,h 2'1'

Situation 4:

[D
3
.4] [D

4
] [D

2
] [E iJ1 s,h 1 s,h s,h 2~

1 [D 2] [D I] E i
s,h s,h 2'1'

The total field due to the diffraction points becomes:

E d = Ed-Ed-Ed+Ed
-muit -1 --'2 -3 ~

Parameters used

(3)

(4)

(5)

[D/]
s,h

[Di]
s,h

G{7.;i_1t -d ) exp( -jka)
- \ co -_-U,CO =Tt _----,:",...--_

2 ~

i -d 31t exp( -jkS/)
-G(cO =1t,CO =-+'1'1)---:---

2 S d
1

i -d 31t exp( -jkS2d)
-G(cO =Tt,CO =-2-+'I'Z)----:d,..--

S2

G
{7.;i 1t -d ) exp( -jka)

- \ co =2" +U,co =Tt -;;"'~-:::a"""---

i -d 31t exp( -jkS/)
-G(cO =Tt,CO =-2--'I'2)----:d-

S2
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[Dt]
s,h

G«O
i -d 31t ) exp( -jkS/)- ro =1t ro =_+\I(, 2 Tt d

SI
(11)

[D I] = G«Oi -d ) exp( -jka) (12)- ro =1t,ro =1t
s,h

~

[D 2
]

G«Oi -d ) exp( -jka) (13)- ro =1t,ro =1t
s,h

~

Multiple diffraction at a ring for the diffraction points Qlo and Qlb

Situation 1:

E
-(

(14)

Situation 2:

Situation 3:

Situation 4:
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The total diffracted field due to the diffraction points Qla and Qlb becomes:

E d = Ed-Ed-Ed+Ed
~ult-I -I --'2 -3 ---4

Multiple diffraction at a ring for the diffraction points Q 2a and Q2b

(18)

Situation 1:

E d [D~'l)D~l,. [e,;,] (19)
-I 1 [D I] [D 2] Eis,h s,h 2blp

Situation 2:

E d [D';'ljD;J)D "J'"t,:,'] (20)
--'2 1 2 '

l-[D l.,h[D ]s,h E2~lp

Situation 3:

[DM] [D 'J [E'] (21)
E d =

2a s,h 2b s,h 2a~

-3 1 [D I] [D 2] Eis,h s,h 2alp

Situation 4:

[D"'] [D'l [D'] [E' ] (22)
E d 2a s,h 2a s,h s,h 2a~

---4 1 [DI] [D 2] Eis,h s,h 2alp

The total diffracted field due to the diffraction points Q2a and Q2b is:

E d = Ed-Ed-Ed+Ed
~ult-2 -I --'2 -'3 ---4

This yields for the final total:
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Appendix A: Diffraction coefficients for the multiple diffraction configuration

E d = E d +Ed
--muil --muil-I --mull-2

(24)

[D 1,2]
la s,h

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

G~i -d 31t
- \00 =1t,00 =-+'Vlb)

2

b2 exp( -jkSl~)

sin('Vlb) SI~

(29)

(30)

[D 3.4]
Ib s,h

(31)
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sin('VI) SI:

b2 exp( -jkSl~)

sin('Vlb) SI:
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[D 1,2] =
2b >,h

(34)

( 'kSd .7t)b exp -J 2a +J-
1 2

( 'kSd ,7t)b exp -J 2b +J-
2 2

(35)

(36)

(37)

[D~]
>,h

(38)

(39)

[D 1]
>,h

G
f7.'; -d exp( -J'M)

- \00 =7t,OO =7t)_..;;.".-..;;.".-_

Jd(l_d)
b2
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Appendix B

Radiation pattern of a rectangular
waveguide

The Huygens principle is applied to obtain the radiation field from the aperture field

distribution. The problem is solved with a few assumptions, namely the current distributions over the

exterior of the waveguide are neglected. But it is reasonable to assume that these contributions are

smalI. To calculate the radiation field at a point D outside the pipe, D is surrounded by a surface

containing the aperture, the exterior surface of the waveguide and the sphere at infinity. The vector

Huygens principle is applied to this surface. Figure BI shows the coordinate system. The spherical

coordinates (R, 8 ,<I» are used to locate D in case of the transmitting waveguide. In case of the

receiving waveguide the coordinates (R' ,8' ,<1>') are used to locate D' . In the following, the relations

are given for the case of the transmitting waveguide. Replacing (R, 8, <1» by (R' ,8' ,<1>') gives the

relations in case of the receiving waveguide. Figure B2 shows the coordinate system of the receiving

waveguide.

The use of TElO mode is preferred for practical situations, partly for the following reasons:

1. The cutoff frequency is dependent of one of the dimensions of the cross section.

Consequently, at a given frequency this dimension may be made small enough so that

the TElO wave is the only wave which will propagate. In this war, the multimode

interference is absent. Multimode propagation will occur when __c _~2 [5] in case

of a rectangular waveguide. (JC)TE,o
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Figure BI: The coordinate system of the transmitting waveguide

:;JX'

b

Figure B2: The coordinate system of the receiving waveguide
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2. The polarization of the field is weU defined.

For the TElO-mode the radiation field reduces to [5]:

EB = (!-loJ 1ta
2

bcos(<j»[l + ~lOcos(8)+r(1- ~lOcos(8))]
Eo 2').}R k k

cos 1t: sin(8)sin(<j»

( ';:' sin(9)sin($)J{~J
sin 1tb sin(8)cos(<j»

À

1tb sin(8)cos(<j»
À

exp( -jkR)

(1)

E, = (!-loJ 1ta
2

b sin(<j>Icos(8)+~+r(cOS(8)-~)]
~ 2~R L k k

cos 1t: sin(8)sin(<j»

( ';:' sin(9)sin($)H~J

with the phase constant defined as:

sin ~Sin(8)COS(<j»

1tb sin(8)cos(<j»
À

exp( -jkR)

(2)

~ = k ~(rocm.nJm,n ~ l-l~ J

with

and the reflection coefficient r defined as:
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The characteristic impedance is:

(6)

. ~ d 'I V 21t
WlthT\=~~ an /\'=f-ro5E·

The electric field is polarized in the êx -direction so that the (x,z)-plane is the E-plane of the system

while the (x,y)-plane is the H-plane.

a: E-plane, <1>=0 or <1>=180°:

[ I.IJ~a2b ~ ~]Es = - _0 1+~cos(a)+r(l-~cos(a»
Eo 2ÀR k k

1t
b: H-plane, <1>=_ or <1>=-90°:

2

Sin(~sin(a»

1t: sin(a)

exp( -jkR) (7)

with for <1>=90°: ~=E{4 and for <1>=-90°: ~=-E{4

cos(~ sin(a»

(~sin(a)H~J
exp( -jkR) (8)

It is observed that the E-plane pattern is essentially the pattern due to a uniformly iltuminated slit of

width b. The aperture iltumination as a function of y is distributed sinusoidal, and determines the H

plane pattern. Figure B.3 shows the E- and H-plane patterns calculated with equations (7) and (8) for

aperture dimensions a x b=0.004775m x 0.002388m. In case of a transmitting rectangular waveguide,

the angle a is the angle relative to the z-axis under which a ray leaves the waveguide. In case of a

receiving rectangular waveguide, the receiving probe moves along a circular arc, with the centre at the

aperture of the transmitting waveguide. The z' -axis of the receiving waveguide has an angle a relative

to the z-axis of the transmitting waveguide. So, the ray arriving at the receiving waveguide wilt arrive

under an angle a' =a -'V, with 'V being the angle under which the ray arrives relative to the z-axis of

the transmitting waveguide.
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Figure B3: Radiation pattem from a rectangular waveguide; frequency=50
GHz; a=0.004775m; b=0.002388m; H-plane (solid line); E-plane (dashed line)

Now we can determine the gain for the rectangular waveguide but since we take the field strength

when no obstacle is placed between the feed and the probe as 0 dB-reference we do not need the gain.

For a slit, we can write for the transmitting waveguide, see Figure B4:

diffraction point QI:

diffraction point Q2:

8=a , <1>=90°
8=a , <1>=-90°

and for the receiving waveguide:

diffraction point QI:

diffraction point Q2:

8' ='1'1-8 , <1>' =-90°

8' ='1'2 -8 , <1>' =90°
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For a ring we cao write for the transrnitting waveguide, analogous to the case of a slit:

diffraction point Qla: 8=u1 , <1>=90°

diffraction point Qlb: 8=uz ' <1>=90°

diffraction point QZa: 8=u1 ' <I> =-90°
diffraction point QZb: 8=uz ' <1>=-90°

and for the receiving waveguide:

diffraction point Qla:

diffraction point Qlb:
diffraction point QZa:

diffraction point QZb:

8' =\1( -8 "" =-90°
't" la ''f

8' ='I'lb -8 , <1>' =-90°
8' ='I'2a -8 , <1>' =90°

8'='I'Zb-8 , <1>'=90°

Figure B4: The angle of arrival for the receiving waveguide
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Appendix C

A practical application

During the period of graduation, the University of Glamorgan England, asked us for

help. They were trying to measure scattering at vegetation in an anechoic room. The receiving antenna

had to have a small beamwidth. So, the idea was to use a Fresnel Zone Plate Antenna (FZPA),

focussed at the point where the vegetation was placed. Their problem was to determine the near-field

gain and beamwidth of the antenna for a gain optimized system. Since a computer program for far

field pattern determination of an FZPA was already available, we only had to rewrite the program for

the near-field, analogous to the near-field pattem determination of one ring as analyzed in chapter 3,

except for the focusing point which was in the far-field and will now be in the near-field.

In order to calculate the parameters we need for the near-field pattem calculation, given the focusing

points of the FZPA we consider a geometrical configuration as shown in figure Cl. Figure Cl shows

a Fresnel Zone as an ellips with symmetry axes at the x-axis and at the line X=+(F2-F\)=P, and

focussing points at x=-F\ and x=F2. The ellips is defined as:

(1)

The aperture of the antenna is placed at the y-axis, perpendicular to the x-axis. For a ray, excited by

a transmitting antenna at x=-F\, diffracted at the Fresnel Zone at the antenna at x=o and arriving at

a receiving antenna in x=F2, we can write:
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Figure Cl: An FZPA placed in a Fresnel Zone ellips

(2)

(3)

with n denoting the number of the ring of the FZPA at which the ray is diffracted, and PI is the

distance from ~=FI to the point of diffraction and P2 is the distance from the point of diffraction to
the point x=F2 • Since the antenna aperture is placed at the point x=O, we can rewrite (l) as:

where Ydiff.n is the y-component of the diffraction point at the Fresnel zone with number n.

Furthermore, we can write:
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2
Ydijf,n

2
Ydijf,n

(5)

Since we have 5 variables, namely PI' P2 , a, b and Ydijf,n' we need one more relation. This relation

is valid for all ellipses:

(6)

Now, we can solve the variables Ydijf,n' PI and P2 that we need.

After some calculations, we find:

I
(F, +F,)nl.+(~l.J 1-

(F
2
-F

I
)2

(7)Ydijf,n ï r+F +nÀJ2 I 2

2 2 (8)
PI Ydijf,n +FI

=VY}ifr,n+F2
2

P2
(9)

All parameters are now known for the near-field pattem detennination of the FZPA. The gain function Gleed

of the feed was modeled by:
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The situation as described by the University of Glamorgan is as follows:

F, = 120mm

F2 = 2000mm

f = 3'10
8

= 11.2GHz
À

The diameter of the FZPA is 380 mmo and the 6 dB beamwidth of the feed is 52°, which fits our

Gleed for n =2.85. Running the computer program with this input results in the radiation patterns as

given in the figures C2 and C3.

The computed results are not valid for angles near 8=0°. Therefore, we computed the gain of the

system for 8=0°, using Physical Opties. This resulted in a gain for 8=0° of 22.36 dB. This gain

optimized system has a 6 dB beamwidth of approximately 4°, which is an enorm improvement relative

to the case where no FZPA is present and the 6 dB beamwidth is 52°.

horizontal feed polarization
30

25

20

~

i:ii
~ 15c::
"ë'J
Cl

10

5

0
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Theta [degrees]

Figure C2: Gain as function of the rotation angle for a FZPA with the feed at
120mm from the antenna and a feed polarization <1>==90°.
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vertical feed po1arization
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Figure C3: Gain as function of the rotation angle for a FZPA with the feed at
120mm from the antenna for a feed polarization <1>=0 0

•
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Appendix D

Measurentent problents

During the measurements, sometimes a constant amplitude-shift occured over the

complete angle domain of approximately 0.8 dB. We did not understand the reason of this effect,

occuring during the measurements on slits. Therefore, special measurements were performed to

investigate this effect. For e=0, measurements were performed on several slits, with widths 4mm,

5.2mm, 6.15mm, 7mm, 8mm and lOmm respectively for both feed polarizations. The measurement

results were compared with the theoretical curves for e=0, see table D.l and D.2.

Table D.l: Measurement results for horizontal polarization

width theory measurement theory-measurement

(mm) (dB) (dB) (dB)

4 -17.34 -18.14 0.8

5.2 -15.64 -16.40 0.76

6.15 -14.35 -14.46 0.11

7 -13.48 -13.42 0.06

8 -12.61 -12.50 0.11

10 -10.62 -10.62 0
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Table D.2: Measurement results for vertical polarization

width theory measurement theory-measurement
(mm) (dB) (dB) (dB)

4 -17.04 -17.04 0

5.2 -16.17 -16.15 -0.02

6.15 -14.75 -15.40 0.54

7 -13.65 -14.55 0.9

8 -12.52 -13.22 0.7

10 -10.47 -10.47 0

From the Tables D.l and D.2 it can be seen that the amplitude shift occurs for only one feed

polarization for a given slit width and never for both feed polarizations simultaniously. The deviation

is approximately 0.8 dB or 0 dB, considering a measurement accuracy of 0.1 dB. For a slit width of

10mm the amplitude shift is not present.

The only way to avoid this problem was to present the measurements normalized at 0 dB.

Another strange effect occured during the measurements. During our measurements on a slit a rather

strange effect occured: an unknown contribution was found in time domain at a level of approximately

-38 dB, relative to the received field when no obstacle is placed between receiver and transmitter.

When we measured on small slits, this contribution became significant and disturbed the measunnents.

There are three possible ways via which this contribution could reach the receiving probe: via the outer

edges of the absorbers, see Figure 5.5, via the slit or via the absorbers that were placed around the

measurement setup in order to keep out interferences in the room. In order to locate this effect several

special measurements were performed. First a nonnal measurement was done on a slit. The unwanted

contribution was now present in the measured data. Then the measurement was repeated with a plate

without a slit. The unwanted contribution was now not present in the measurement data. One migth

conclude that the contribution therefore had to reach the probe via the slit.

When measuring the field strength behind a slit as function of the rotating angle, the wanted

contribution via the slit travels a larger route for larger angles, so in time domain this contribution

moves over the time-axis. Since we thougth that the unwanted contribution travelled via the slit it is

expected that the unwanted contribution moves in time domain too when varying the rotating angle.

However, the unwanted contribution did not move in time domain, which means that it can not travel

via the slit!

From the two measurements can be concluded that the unwanted contribution must travel via the slit

and on the other hand can not travel via the slit. Besides, this strange effect did only occur for

negative 9-angles. Since we could not solve this problem we only measured for positive 9-angles.
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